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Bringing 
2020 home
in style

Let’s face it, 2020 has been a year like 

no other. We’re finishing the year on 

a high note and would love for you to 

join us. 

We’re excited to present Kinnon and 

Friends - a collection of customisable 

luxury gift packs. It’s a wonderful 

addition to the Kinnon SS2020 range, 

which is fully in stock and ready for all 

of your gifting needs.

Let’s bring joy to your clients, team 

and friends this festive season. 



Let us 
introduce
ourselves

Kinnon is a contemporary leather brand that creates 

effortlessly stylish pieces for work, travel and 

everyday carry. 

 

Designed in Melbourne, the entire Kinnon collection 

is made from beautiful materials that are sustainably 

sourced from around the world. 



A full service 
gifting experience
We know you’re busy, so let us manage the full gifting 

process for you. 

Product personalisation, gift cards featuring your brand 

and hand written notes are all part of the service. We 

can even manage delivery and have the gifts delivered 

straight to the recipient’s door. 

The following pages showcase the Kinnon SS2020 range 

and our Kinnon and Friends luxury gift packs. Anything 

is possible, and once we understand your audience 

and budget we can design bespoke gift packs that are 

perfectly tailored to your gifting objectives.

There’s no time like the present (and there’s no present 

like a Kinnon present), so please view the collection and 

let’s talk tactics. 



The gifting suite

Our SS20 collection is in stock 
and ready for gifting. Each item 

comes presented in a Kinnon 
branded box or dust bag with a 
Kinnon gift card and envelope. 

Looking for a gifting package? 
We can present options to you 
featuring Kinnon alongside our 
brand partners. Wine, spirits, 

chocolates, flowers, skin care or 
something completely di�erent, 
there are no limits to what we 

can create.

Have a special event 
coming up? We can monogram 
our products at your event to 
really bring the surprise and 
delight factor to your guests.

SS2020 collection

All of our pieces are 
available with complimentary 

monogramming of initials 
or a logo; a thoughtful way to 

add a personal touch.  

Monogramming
& personalisationKinnon & Friends

Event gifting 
& activations



HARLEY A5 COMPENDIUM HUDSON A4 COMPENDIUM

HENSON TECH CASESTARK 13” LAPTOP SLEEVE

STRABO CABLE KEEPERS HEMINGWAY TRAVEL WALLET

EARLE PASSPORT HOLDER HALE LUGGAGE TAG

THP X KINNON CARD HOLDER THP X KINNON CARD HOLDER

CLOS WINE CARRIER - GOLD CLOS WINE CARRIER - MATT BLACK

SS20  COLLECT ION

$195

$49

$165

$249

$99

$60

$175 $175 $195 $275

$49

$50



BLIXEN JEWELLERY CASE SYLVIE BEAUTY BAG WILLS DOPP KITKARLIN TOILETRY BAG

OXLEY OVERNIGHT + IN FLIGHT BAG AMELIA TRAVEL + WEEKENDER BAG KINGSLEY CARRYALL + LAPTOP BAG GINNI TOTE BAG

ARMSTRONG BUSINESS BAG HARDY SATCHEL + LAPTOP BAG

SS20  COLLECT ION

$165 $165 $195 $195

$595 $595 $495 $495

$495 $395



and friends

01
The Friendly Tipple

Tailor made for the best of times.

• Kinnon Clos pebble leather wine 
carrier with light brushed gold or matt 
hardware and a monochrome striped 
lining

• Set of two Cristina Re Coupe Estelle 
Gold glasses

• 2017 Rare Hare Sparkling

$255

02
Day Becomes Night

E�ortless style paired with delectable treats.

• Kinnon Harley A5 compendium in emerald, 
navy or black fine Italian pebble leather 
with note book

• 2017 Rare Hare sparkling
• Hey Tiger Mighty Milk chocolate

$239

LUXURY  G IFT  PACKS



05
Carried Away

Say hello to the ultimate party guest.

• Kinnon Clos pebble leather wine carrier 
with light brushed gold or black hardware 
and monochrome striped lining

• Everbloome Florence preserved flower 
posy

• 2017 Rare Hare Sparkling

$299

06
Modern Man

Step into any situation organised, and in style. 

• Kinnon Wills Dopp Kit in black pebble 
leather with matt black hardware and 
monochrome striped lining

• Kevin Murphy Rough Rider matte clay full 
size 100g

• Kevin Murphy Balancing Wash shampoo 
mini

• Kevin Murphy Repair-Me Rinse conditioner 
mini

$229

03
To the Victor 
Go The Spoils

Quintessential Kinnon, boutique brews and 
next level chocolate.

• Kinnon Harley A5 compendium in black 
or chocolate fine pebble leather with 
note book

• Stomping Ground Laneway Lager 6 pack
• Hey Tiger And Chill chocolate

$249

04
Floral Fever

The delightful gift that actually does 
keep on giving. 

• Kinnon Harley A5 compendium in 
emerald, navy or black fine Italian 
pebble leather with note book

• Everbloome Brown Sugar preserved 
flower posy

$285



09
Giving Back:
pack one

The stylish and delicious way to make a 
di�erence with the pairing of two brands in 
support of The Hunger Project. 50% of the 
proceeds of each Kinnon card holder and 50c 
from each Hey Tiger block of chocolate goes 
directly to THP to help fund their incredible 
work.

• THP x Kinnon women’s card holder in 
avocado, nude or plum fine pebble leather 
with light brushed gold hardware

• Hey Tiger Mighty Milk Chocolate

$73

10
Giving Back:

 pack two

Supporting a good cause has never looked (or 
tasted) so good with the pairing of two brands 
in support of The Hunger Project.  50% of the 
proceeds of each Kinnon card holder and 50c 
from each Hey Tiger block of chocolate goes 
directly to THP to help fund their incredible work.

• THP x Kinnon men’s card holder in olive or 
navy Italian pebble or vintage tan distressed 
nappa leather

• Hey Tiger And Chill Chocolate

$63

07
Stylish Scent

Organisational elegance and scented candle 
bliss.

• Kinnon Karlin Toiletry Bag in black pebble 
leather with light brushed gold hardware 
and monochrome striped lining

• Grace & James Antibes 80 hour candle

$239

08
Hey Ladies

The nicest things are even better together.

• Kinnon Sylvie cosmetics case with light 
brushed gold hardware and monochrome 
striped lining

• Grace & James Casablanca 40 hour candle
• Hey Tiger Mighty Milk chocolate

$195



The gifting timeline

The start of a wonderful 
partnership. Let’s discuss 

your motivations for gifting, 
previous gifting campaigns, 

target audience, time frame and 
budget.

The wheels are in motion. 
We will present a range of 

options for your review. We 
love your input and will work 

together with you to land on the 
perfect gifting strategy.

Where concepts become reality. 
Your gifts brought to life on 
time, packaged to perfection 
and delivered to yours (or the 

lucky recipient’s door).

A job well done. 
Your gifting campaign was truly 

memorable, your clients and 
team are elated, your brand 
equity is through the roof. A 

superb way to end a challenging 
2020. 

The discussion The presentation The delivery The outcome



We have 
partnered 
with...
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gifting@kinnon.com.au

24/148 Chesterville Road
Moorabbin Vic 3189

kinnon.com.au
@kinnonaus
#kinnonsquad

mailto:gifting%40kinnon.com.au?subject=Kinnon%20gifting%20edit%20enquiry
http://kinnon.com.au
https://www.instagram.com/kinnonaus/



